E - TENDER CORRIGENDUM


The following amendment /addendum are hereby being considered against the technical specification of Mobile X-Ray Machine:-

Specifications of Mobile X-Ray Machine:
The X-ray Machine should supply with the compatible CR System with Dicom Paper Printer of following Specification

B Computed Radiology:
1. Must be supplied the system manufactured by a reputed brand or manufacturer adhering to the following specifications. CR system should broadly comprise of following modules / components:
   - Image recording system (cassettes & reading plates)
   - Image reading system (reader/ digitizer)
   - Identification & CR processing workstation.

2. The following sizes of radiography cassettes must be supplied along with image plates should be supported by the unit -:
   - 35 cm X 43 cm or 14” X 17” - 1 no.
   - 35 cm X 35 cm or 14” X 14” - 1 no.
   - 24 cm X 30 cm or 10” X 12” – 1 no.
   - 18 cm X 24 cm or 8” X 10” – 1 no.

3. Mobile X-ray:
   - mAs range: 250 mAs may kindly be read as ‘mAs range should be 1 - 200 mAs’
   - mA range: 10 to 100mA may kindly be read as ‘mA output upto 110mA’
   - Fully counter balanced with rotation in all direction may kindly be read as ’Fully counter balanced /spring balanced mobile stand with head rotation in all direction’

C. Dicom Paper Printer

1. The printer must have Integrated Embedded DICOM technology, allowing to print directly from medical equipment’s without the use of conversation software or external print servers.
2. It should be able to connect to all radiology modalities.
3. The printer should have the facility to print both A3 and A4 size paper.
4. The printer must be able to print both in Color and Mono.
5. The toner must be CMYK toner based.
6. The printer should be capable to print at a resolution of 600 dpi or higher with multilevel capability.
7. The printer should have Light Source based on LED arrays.
8. The printer should have networking facility of 10/100 TX RJ45 interface.
9. Maximum number of AE Titles should be 25 or more.
10. Maximum connections 3 simultaneously.
11. The printer should be capable to add Graphical Header on printouts.
12. The cost of Consumables must be quoted separately.
13. The printer must be supplied with 1000 sheets of A4 size paper & 500 Sheets of A3 Size .

   - Prices for all the consumables /accessories which are not covered under warranty should be quoted as percentage of FOB in Schedule XI (B) in the technical bid
   - All the systems quoted with 5 years warranty & there after 5 years CMC

For further details regarding amendment, addendum, extension and downloading of documents, please visit website: www.eprocure.gov.in/ www.neigrihms.gov.in; Tel/Fax: 0364-2538032; E-mail: storeneigrihms@gmail.com.

Sd/- Stores & Procurement Officer,
For and on behalf of Director, NEIGRIHMS